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An accurate sampling-based method for approximating geometry
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Abstract

We present a sampling-based method for approximating the boundary of a geometry defined by various geometric operations. Based on a
novel adaptive sampling condition, we first construct volumetric grids such that an error-minimizing point can be found in each cell to capture
all the geometric objects inside the cell. We then construct a polygonal model from the grid. We guarantee the boundary approximation has the
same topology as the exact surfaces, and the maximum approximation error from the exact surfaces is bounded by a user specified tolerance. Our
method is robust and easy to implement. We have applied it in various applications such as remeshing of polygonal models, Boolean operations,
and offsetting operations. We report experimental results on a variety of CAD models.
c© 2007 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Polygonal meshes is one of the most popular representations
of 3-dimensional geometry. They can be created from various
sources, such as 3D range scans and computer-aided design
software. Most computer-aided manufacturing systems, such
as Rapid Prototyping machines, require polygonal meshes as
the input. Furthermore, the input model needs to be water-tight
without mesh defects such as gaps, holes, and self-intersections.
Our goal in this paper is to generate such polygonal models
corresponding to the boundary of a geometry defined by various
geometric operations. This goal is different from the works such
as [1,2], in which the main purpose is to interactively display
the geometry defined by geometric operations. In comparison,
accuracy is a major concern in our work due to the requirements
of engineering applications.

Geometric operations based on the Boundary Representation
(B-Rep) have been extensively studied. Most of them are
based on intersection calculation and direct manipulation of
boundary representations. For example, Hoffmann [3] studied
Boolean operations based on exact surface intersection and then
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classifying geometric elements into Booleaned combinations.
Rossignac and Requicha [4] presented offsetting operations
based on trimming offset geometric elements to form offset
solids. Commercial geometric kernels, such as ACIS and
Parasolid, are widely used in CAD/CAM applications and
both of them are based on B-Rep. While the approach
based on intersection calculation and direct manipulation of
boundary representations is accurate, it lacks in simplicity
and is prone to robustness problems [5]. In recent years,
using volumetric representation and iso-surface extraction to
approximate geometry has been widely studied in Computer
Graphics [6–10]. The approach is easy to implement and
robust. However, it is not widely accepted in CAD/CAM
applications because it is viewed as an approximation approach
whose accuracy is limited. In this paper, we present an
accurate geometry approximation method based on volumetric
representation and iso-surface extraction. We have utilized the
method in various engineering applications such as tool path
planning for Rapid Prototyping machines.

Due to inadequate sampling, the reconstructed surfaces may
suffer from two kinds of approximation errors, unreliable
detection and unreliable reconstruction [10]. The two problems
are illustrated in Fig. 1. In Fig. 1(a), iso-surface reconstruction
algorithms may wrongly assume there is no geometry inside
the cell since inside/outside signs of all the cell corners are
the same. Therefore small surface components or handles may
be missed in the reconstructed surfaces. This will lead to
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Fig. 1. A signed grid with some geometry edges. Two common errors are
unreliable detection (a) and unreliable reconstruction (b). Features that are
smaller than the given cell size may lead to topological and geometric errors.

topological changes. In Fig. 1(b), face F inside the cell is not
well approximated by the reconstructed surfaces based on the
intersection points of a geometry and cell boundary.

Theoretically the sampling rate for generating volumetric
cells should be smaller than the smallest features of the input
geometry. However, identifying the smallest feature size before
the sampling process is often infeasible. Even with such a
feature size being given, it is highly inefficient to use the size to
generate uniform cells since most geometric features are much
bigger than the size.

A more ideal way is to subdivide cells only in places with
small or complex features. A typical 3-dimensional geometric
representations used for the subdivision process is octree [11,
12]. Two approaches, bottom-up and top-down, can be used
to generate an octree. The bottom-up approach starts with a
uniform grid with finite resolution and a group of 8 neighboring
cells is coalesced based on some conditions. The coalescence
process continues until no cells can be coalesced or the root
node is reached. Ju et al. [8] and Zhang et al. [13] used this
approach to construct an octree. However, specifying a smallest
resolution for an unknown geometry is often difficult. It also
requires a lot of memory and calculations to generate all the
cells corresponding to the finite resolution. Therefore a top-
down based subdivision process is more desirable, in which an
adaptive subdivision condition is essential.

Varadhan et al. [14] presented an adaptive subdivision
algorithm based on three criteria, non-degenerate, complex cell
and star-shaped. In their approach, a cell is non-degenerate
if geometry intersects its voxel, faces, and edges generically;
a cell is complex if it has any complex voxel, complex face,
complex edge, or an ambiguous sign configuration; and a cell
is star-shaped if a point exists which can see every point within
the cell. Related geometric tests were also presented based on
max-norm distance computation and linear programming.

In this paper, we present a different sampling approach and
related adaptive subdivision tests for geometric operations on
polygonal meshes. Beside easier to implement, less calculations
and faster terminations, our approach can also handle various
degenerated cases such as grazing contacts which were not
considered in [10,14]. Based on the adaptive subdivision
approach, we present a general computational framework for
approximating the boundary of a geometry defined by various
geometric operations in Section 4. The illustration of the
computational framework is shown in Fig. 2. In this paper we
only consider polygonal meshes as the input geometry. Models
in other geometric representations need to be converted to
polygonal meshes first before using our method. Two major cell
queries are identified as the common interfaces for geometric
operators. We demonstrate how to implement the two queries
for various geometric operators including remeshing, Boolean,
and offsetting in Section 5. We discuss the robustness of our
method and how we handle degenerated cases in Section 6.
Main contributions: The central contributions of this paper are:

(1) We present a novel adaptive sampling and subdivision
approach and related algorithms to determine if a cell is
sufficiently divided based on the geometries inside the cell.

(2) We present a general framework for constructing polygonal
meshes to approximate the boundary of a geometry defined
by various geometric operations. Based on our sampling
condition, the reconstructed model is guaranteed to have the
same topology as the exact surfaces and the approximation
error is bounded by a two-sided Hausdorff error.

(3) We present a novel hybrid sampling approach and related
algorithms based on both uniform and adaptive grids.
Sampling by a uniform grid size enables us to use
scan conversion algorithm to generate rough sampling of
geometric objects quickly; and adaptive sampling enables
us to use higher resolution to refine only the cells with
complex geometry. The separation of the two sampling
phases also enables us to control the mesh size in the
reconstructed surfaces.

(4) Our adaptive sampling and iso-surface extraction approach
can capture sharp features and corners with an approxima-
tion error much less than a cell size. It is especially suitable
for engineering applications.

2. Related work

There has been a lot of work for geometric operations based
on boundary evaluations (e.g. Boolean operations [3]). How-
ever, problems of numerical precision and stability of calcula-
tions were also identified [5]. Implicit representations became
popular because of their simplicity and versatility in performing
a wide variety of geometric operations. Many operations such
as Boolean, offsetting, blending, and warping can be expressed
elegantly using implicit representations [15–17]. Consequently
implicit modeling techniques have been used in a large number
of applications [18,19].

Despite the advantages of the implicit representation, many
applications such as Rapid Prototyping and CNC machining
use an explicit representation such as a polygonal model.
Iso-surface extraction techniques are used to convert implicit
surfaces to an explicit form. The Marching Cubes algorithm,
proposed by Lorense and Cline [6], is a standard approach
to extract an iso-surface from a volume raster of scalar
values. Many extensions to the original Marching Cubes
algorithm have been proposed to resolve ambiguities of certain
cell configurations and generate topologically consistent iso-
surfaces [20]. The original Marching Cubes algorithm is
unable to extract high quality triangle meshes with sharp
features. Several extensions have also been proposed to
reconstruct sharp features and reduce aliasing artifacts in
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Fig. 2. The computational framework of our sampling-based method for calculating boundary of geometric models.
the reconstructed model [7,8,21]. To overcome using an
excessively large number of triangles to represent the iso-
surface, many methods have also been developed for adaptive
iso-surface extracting using hierarchies such as octrees and k-D
trees [8,11,12,14]. Most algorithms do not provide guarantees
on the topology of the reconstructed surfaces. Some recent
work addresses topology-preserving reconstruction by an
enhanced cell representation [13] or by an additional test [14].

In recent years the interest in using points as a display
primitive in computer graphics has grown tremendously since
Pfister et al. [22] introduced the concept of surfels. The use of
point primitives for shape modeling has also been investigated
by various researchers [1,2]. Pointshop 3D [23] introduces a
set of tools to edit the geometry and appearance of a model.
Our work uses both volumetric and point representations to
represent a geometry defined by geometric operations. Our
method can also be used for constructing a polygonal model
from a point-sampled geometry.

3. Adaptive sampling conditions

Geometric and topological errors can occur in a recon-
structed model due to insufficient sampling (refer to Fig. 1).
Therefore, a key to ensure an accurate approximation is to de-
termine if the resolution of volumetric cells is sufficient for an
input geometry. This decision is closely related to the approach
of reconstructing surfaces. The Marching Cubes algorithm and
its extensions calculate the approximation surfaces based on the
intersection of geometric objects and the cell boundary, i.e. ver-
tices, edges, and faces of a cell. For example, in the marching
cubes algorithm, polygonal surfaces are generated based on the
signed distance values of its eight vertices [6]. In the extended
marching cube [7] and dual contour algorithm [8], polygonal
surfaces are generated based on the intersection points (posi-
tion and normal) of its 12 edges with geometric objects. In a
topology preserving surface extraction algorithm [10,24], the
intersections of the 6 surfaces of a cell with geometric objects
are considered besides the intersections of its 12 edges. In our
adaptive sampling approach, we reconstruct polygonal surfaces
based on the sampling points of geometric objects inside a cell
instead of the intersection points of geometric objects and the
cell boundary. That is, for all polygonal objects Gi (including
polygons, edges, and vertices), we require geometric operators
to calculate a sampling point (both position and normal) for
each cell C that Gi intersects (Gi ∩ C 6= 0) (refer to Section 5).
Suppose vi (i = 1, . . . , k) are all the sampling points inside C .
The test to determine if C needs to be subdivided consists of
the following calculations and tests.
Adaptive subdivision test

(1) Calculate vc based on the quadric error function (QEF) of
all the points vi (i = 1, . . . , k). If no vc is found, return
failed;

(2) Topological test of vc:
a. If vc is outside C , return failed;
b. Check normals of vi (i = 1, . . . , k) and normal of vc, if

normal Nvc is invalid or there is a normal flip (Nvi ·Nvc <

0), return failed;
(3) Geometric test of vc:

a. Check distance di from vc to a plane defined by the
position and normal of vi (i = 1, . . . , k), if di > ε (a
given tolerance), return failed.

(4) Otherwise, save vc as an error-minimizing point for C and
return succeeded.

If the test fails, the cell has complex geometry inside and
the current cell resolution is not sufficient. We will subdivide
C and apply the test recursively. Normals of sampling points
vi (i = 1, . . . , k) can be directly calculated from the input
polygonal model. For an edge or a vertex, we calculate the
average normal of all their direct neighbors.

Quadratic error function (QEF) has been proved to be an
effective approach for finding an error-minimizing point of a
set of points vi [8,14,25]. In Step (1), we define a QEF function
as E[v] =

∑
i (ni • (v − xi ))

2, where the pairs xi , ni are the
position and normal of vi . Point vc is a point which minimizes
E[v]. We compute vc based on converting E[v] into a system
of linear equations (usually overdetermined). We calculate its
pseudoinverse to find a least squares solution to the system.

In Test (2)a, we consider the cases in which the calculated
QEF point of a cell C may not be within C . This is
an important test. Without considering it, the reconstructed
polygonal meshes may have self-intersections. An illustrative
2D example is shown in Fig. 3(a). Suppose two line segments
L1 and L2 intersect C . Correspondingly two sampling points v1
and v2 in C are shown as black dots. The calculated QEF point
vc is shown as a red dot. The cell needs to be subdivided since
vc is outside C . After a subdivision, vc in C1 and C2 are valid
since they satisfy the adaptive subdivision test.
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Fig. 3. Some 2D illustrative cases for our adaptive sampling test. Black dots
are sampling points of lines and vertices, while red dots are calculated QEF
points. In (a), the cell fails test (2)a and therefore is subdivided. In (b), the cell
fails both test (2)b and (3)a and therefore is subdivided. In (c) and (d), the cells
fail test (3)a and are subdivided. In (e), the cell passes all the tests even though
it has a complex edge (with two intersection points). In (f), a QEF point only
based on four line segments is shown as a red dot. An approximation based
on it has a big error from a vertex A. We capture the geometric singularity by
using sampling points of both line segments and vertices. (For interpretation of
the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web
version of this article.)

In Test (2)b, we ensure the iso-surface within each cell is
topologically equal to a simple disk. An illustrative example
is shown in Fig. 3(b). The cell needs to be subdivided due
to normal flips. After a subdivision, vc in C1, C2 and C3
are all valid since they are topologically equal to a simple
disk. In essence, the normal test is similar to the star-shaped
criterion proposed in [14]. However, the computation of our
test is much simpler and easier to implement. Based on the
test, we can ensure the portion of the geometry within each
cell is topologically equal to a simple disk. Therefore the
reconstructed polygons are topologically equivalent to the exact
surfaces.

In Test (3)a, we check the geometric errors between
the reconstructed surfaces and the exact surfaces. For each
geometric object, we calculate the approximation error based
on vc and compare the error with a tolerance ε. We accept an
Fig. 4. A 2D example for two-sided Huasdorff distance. For the line segments
in two neighboring cells C1 and C2, VC1 and VC2 are calculated QEF points
respectively. All geometric elements in C1 and C2 are within a ε range from
reconstructed lines.

error-minimizing point vc to represent all the geometric objects
inside C only when all the approximation errors are smaller
than ε. Otherwise, the cell has complex geometry inside.
Therefore it needs to be subdivided. For the cases shown in
Fig. 1(a) and (b), both of them will fail the geometric test. After
a subdivision, vc in each subdivided cell satisfies the geometric
test. The subdivision processes are shown in Figs. 3(c) and 3(d)
respectively.

We can bound the geometric error by a two-sided Hausdorff
distance. As shown in Fig. 4, suppose VC1 and VC2 are two
QEF points of C1 and C2 respectively. VC1VC2 intersects a cell
edge e at Ve. If edge AB from the exact surfaces intersects the
same edge, Ve must be within a tolerance ε from AB. Based on
test (3)a, all geometric objects in C1 from A to VC1 are within
a ε range from line VC1Ve. Similarly, all geometric elements
in C2 from B to VC2 are within a ε range from line VeVC2.
Therefore in C1 and C2, the Hausdorff distance from the exact
surfaces to the reconstructed polygons is less than ε. Since
we test the errors of both line segments and their boundaries
(i.e. vertices) in Test (3)a, the Hausdorff distance from the
reconstructed polygons to the exact surfaces is also less than
ε. Therefore, the two-sided Hausdorff distance along edge e is
bounded by ε. Similarly we can bound geometric errors for all
other edges. Consequently, the Hausdorff error of reconstructed
polygons is bounded by ε.

Notice our tests are based on sampling points of all
geometric elements inside C instead of their intersection points
with the boundary of a cell. Therefore, it requires fewer
subdivisions in many cases. For example, a cell shown in
Fig. 3(e) passes all the tests and will stop subdivision in our
approach. However it will fail the complex cell criterion given
in [14] since C has a complex edge e which has two intersection
points with the geometry.

Besides the sampling points of faces, we also test the
sampling points of their boundaries (i.e. vertices and edges).
This allows us to capture all the geometric singularities. For
example, in a case as shown in Fig. 3(f), a QEF point vc based
on four line segments is shown as a red dot. An approximation
based on vc has small errors from all the four line segments but
will have a big error from vertex A. By using sampling points
of all geometric objects in the test, we can detect the existence
of geometric singularities in C .

Fig. 5 is a 2-dimensional example to illustrate the
subdivision process based on the adaptive subdivision test. For
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Fig. 5. A 2D example for adaptive subdivision processes. An input geometry
within a volumetric grid (a); the generated subdivided grids and their QEF
points (red dots) based on our sampling condition (b); edges which exhibit
a sign change are marked in red (c); and generated approximation which
preserves topology, and its geometric error is bounded by ε (d). (For
interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is
referred to the web version of this article.)

a shape as shown in Fig. 5(a), the generated grids and related
QEF points (marked as red dots) are shown in Fig. 5(b). All
the active cell edges based on sign classification are marked as
red line segments in Fig. 5(c). The reconstructed boundary lines
are shown in Fig. 5(d). The reconstructed lines have the same
topology as the input lines, and the approximation error is much
smaller than a grid size.

Degenerated cases such as tangential contacts and grazing
contacts are discussed in Section 6.

4. Boundary approximation framework

Our adaptive subdivision test requires a sampling point for
each geometric object Gi (polygon, edge or vertex) in an axis-
aligned cell C if Gi ∩ C 6= 0. Moreover for each subdivided
cell Ck , a new sampling point needs to be calculated for Gi if
it intersects Ck . Obviously using octree representation for the
whole geometry is not efficient since each cell will have a huge
number of geometric objects during the initial iterations.

We use a hybrid approach by combining a uniform grid
and an adaptive octree grid. We first use an initial cell size to
construct a uniform volumetric grid for rough sampling. There
are two advantages associated with using a uniform grid. (1)
We can identify any cell in the grid simply based on its position
(ix, iy, iz). Consequently the memory required for each cell is
much less than an octree cell since no topological information
is required. (2) More importantly, we can use scan conversion
algorithm to process each polygon and find all the cells that
it intersects quickly. For each cell a geometric element Gi
intersects, we calculate a sampling point vi (xi , ni , IDi ) within
the cell, where xi is a point position, ni is the normal of Gi ,
Fig. 6. An example of rough sampling. The dragon model has 723,708
triangles. A uniform grid with size of 60×45×30 is used to sample the model.
The average triangle number within each boundary cell is 71. We use triangles
in each cell in our subdivision tests and generate an octree grid accordingly.

and IDi is a unique identification number of Gi . Based on IDi ,
we can retrieve Gi from the input polygonal meshes. We use a
hash-map data structure to store all the sampling points. Each
sampling point is associated with a cell’s position (ix, iy, iz).
Therefore we can retrieve all the sampling points within a cell
quickly.

The rough sampling gives us a good idea of the solid being
processed. Consequently we can refine only the cells which
have complex geometry inside. We identify those cells based
on the adaptive subdivision test discussed in Section 3. Notice
after rough sampling there are much less polygons in each cell.
For example, a dragon model as shown in Fig. 6 has 723,708
triangles. We construct a uniform grid (60×45×30) to sample
the model. On average each boundary cell contains only 71
triangles, which are to be used in the adaptive subdivision test.
If a cell fails the test, we subdivide it by creating an octree
cell. In each cell, besides recording their children and parents,
we also record a set of IDi which correspond to the geometric
objects intersecting the cell. Based on the set IDi stored in a
parent cell, we only need to consider the related objects Gi
for subdivided cells Ck . If Gi intersects Ck , a new sampling
point is calculated and recorded for Ck . We recursively apply
the adaptive subdivision test to all the children cells until they
all pass the test. For each cell that satisfies the test, a QEF point
is recorded and the cell is returned as a leaf node.

Therefore our overall algorithm for approximating a
geometry defined by a geometric operation is shown as follows.

Algorithm Boundary Approximation(G, ε)
Input : a geometric operator G and an error tolerance ε

Output : Reconstructed surfaces defined by G
Steps :

[Emin , Emax ] =Get Extent(G)
γ =Get Initial CellSize(G)
Generate Uniform Cells(G, Emin , Emax , γ )
for i = 1 to k do

Adaptive Subdivide(Ci , Gi , ε)
end for
for i = 1 to n do

Iso-surface Extraction(Ci )
end for
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The main operations involved in Generate Uniform Cells
are the scan-conversion algorithm for a 3-dimensional polygon,
which involves triangle-edge intersections and edge-cube
intersections. Both intersections can be performed efficiently
since the octree cells are aligned to the primal axes. The
calculated intersection points can then be used to determine
grid signs and also generate sampling points within each cell
(refer to Section 5). Based on the adaptive subdivision test, our
algorithm for adaptive sampling is shown as follows.
Algorithm Adaptive Subdivide(C , G, ε)
Input: a cell C , a geometric operator G and a tolerance ε.
Output: A set of adaptively subdivided cells.
Steps:

Corner Sign Query(C, G);
ifP = Get Sampling Points(C , G) is empty then

return
end if
if Adaptive Subdivision Tests(C, Q, P , ε) succeeded then

return
else

Subdivide C into children cells Ci , i = 1, . . . , m
for i = 1 to m do

Adaptive Subdivide(Ci , Gi , ε)
end for

end if

After a uniform grid and an octree grid are constructed,
we use a modified Dual Contouring method for reconstructing
polygons. The main difference between our approach and the
one given in [8] is the way of calculating a QEF point for each
cell of the grids (refer to Section 3). Unlike the marching cube
algorithm, Dual Contouring algorithm will not generate cracks
for an adaptive grid with different cell sizes. In 2D grids as
shown in Fig. 5(c), each edge is shared by two cells; hence
if an edge exhibits a sign change, the iso-surface extraction
algorithm will output a line segment connecting the error-
minimizing points of the two adjacent cells. In 3D adaptive
grids, each edge is shared by three or four cells. For an edge
shared by four cells, a quad is generated by connecting the
error-minimizing points of the four adjacent cells; while for
an edge shared by three cells, a triangle is generated. The
algorithm is shown as follows.
Algorithm Iso-surface Extraction(C)
Input: a cell C within a grid
Output: A set of triangles for iso-surfaces related to C
Steps:

for edge ei , i = 1 to 12 do
if ei exhibits a sign change then

createPolygons = true
for j = 1 to 4 do

v j = Get QEFPoint(C, ei , j)
if v j = 0 then

createPolygons = false
end if

end for
if createPolygons = true then

Generate Quad(v1, v2, v3, v4)
end if

end if
end for
If an edge e is subdivided into ei (i = 1, . . . , k), we do
not need to generate a quad for e even if it exhibits sign
changes. Instead, a correct quad will be generated for an edge
ei which also exhibits sign changes. Therefore we compare
the subdivision levels of C and its neighboring cells C j in
Get QEFPoint to avoid duplications in generating triangles. No
QEF point is returned if ei is duplicated. Consequently we will
not generate triangles for the edge.

The performance of our algorithm is analyzed briefly as
follows. The total time taken by our algorithm is the sum of
the time taken by the rough sampling, adaptive subdivision
and polygon reconstruction. The rough sampling goes through
each polyhedral primitive and uses a scan conversion algorithm
to generate intersection points in three axes. Therefore the
time complexity of this step is O(n) where n is the number
of polygons in G. The iso-surface reconstruction algorithm
spend O(1) time on each cell of the grid. Therefore, the time
complexity of this step is O(N ) where N is the number of
cells in the grid. The second step, adaptive subdivision, is the
dominant step of our algorithm. The time complexity of this
step is O(n • k) where n is the number of polygons in G and k
is the maximum subdivision number (refer to Section 6).

We will discuss cell queries in Adaptive Subdivide in the
next section. The implementation of the queries depends on the
properties of a geometric operator G.

5. Cell queries in different operators

In our boundary approximation framework, the cell queries
related to a geometric operator G are:

• Get Extent(G): return bounding box of defined geometry;
• Get Initial CellSize(G): return an initial cell size for rough

sampling by a uniform grid;
• Corner Sign Query(C, G): classify all the corners of C

inside/outside of defined geometry;
• Get Sampling Points(C, G): A set of sampling points for

each geometric object Gi if Gi∩ C 6= 0.

The first two queries are trivial. A bounding box can
be estimated based on the input polygonal meshes. An
initial cell size can also be estimated or directly specified
by a user. Therefore the two major cell queries which
need to be implemented in G are Corner Sign Query and
Get Sampling points.

Corner Sign Query determines the inside/outside sign of
each cell corner. We treat a corner Pi as inside if it is ON the
boundary. Notice only inside/outside sign of Pi is needed in our
approach. There is no need to calculate the signed minimum
distance of Pi from geometric boundary since we will not use
the distance to estimate iso-surfaces (refer to Section 3). This is
different from the marching cube algorithm and its extensions.
Therefore we can use speedup techniques to quickly calculate
the inside/outside signs. For example, two neighboring grid
points have the same sign if no intersection point lies between
them.

Get Sampling Points returns a set of sampling points vi
(both position and normal) for C . If a geometric object Gi
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Table 1
Sign classification when performing Boolean operations

Sign SA(P) Sign SB (P) Sign SA∪B (P) Sign SA∩B (P) Sign SA−B (P) Sign SB−A(P)

Outside Outside Outside Outside Outside Outside
Outside Inside Inside Outside Outside Inside
Inside Outside Inside Outside Inside Outside
Inside Inside Inside Inside Outside Outside
intersects C , we must calculate a sampling point of Gi within
C and add it to vi . We treat all the boundary of C as part of
the cell. So if the intersection of Gi and C is on its boundary, a
sampling point will also be generated in vi for C .

In the remainder of this section, we will present our
techniques for efficiently implementing the above two queries
in different geometric operators.

5.1. Model remeshing and simplification

For an input polygonal model, we first calculate a uniform
volumetric grid based on the intersection of cell edges and
the input model. This can be done efficiently based on scan-
conversion algorithm. That is, for each polygon to be processed,
we calculate its intersection points in each axis. Speedup
techniques such as bounding box testing can be used to improve
the performance. Based on the normals of all the intersection
points along an axis-aligned line L , we can use ray tracing to
generate signs for all the grids on L . The intersection points are
also used to generate a sampling point of a geometric object
within C . That is, for a polygon Pi , suppose the intersection
points between Pi and the 12 edges of C are ve; the intersection
points between all edges of Pi and the 6 faces of C are v f ; and
the intersection points between all vertices of Pi and the voxel
of C are vv . We calculate an average point of all the intersection
points ve, v f and vv , and save it as the sampling point of Pi
in C .

After inside/outside signs at all grid points of a uniform grid
have been determined, we can use them as the seed values
for the signs of its children cells Ck in an octree grid. That
is, we need to determine the signs of 27 grid points in each
subdivision. Eight of them can be directly inherited from the
parent cell C . Since we know all the geometric elements Gi
within C , we calculate the intersection points of Gi and cell
edges. If the input polygonal meshes are consistently oriented,
we can classify inside/outside signs of two neighboring grid
points based on the normals of intersection points along the
edge between them. A similar approach based on points ve, v f
and vv can be used to generate a sampling point of Gi for a
subdivided cell Ck .

5.2. Boolean operations

Boolean operations are widely used in various geometric
operations. A Boolean operator G, such as union, intersection,
or difference, is well-defined based on point set operations. The
rules for sign classification of a point P related to models A
and B are shown in Table 1. The rules for defining Booleaned
surfaces from models A and B are shown in Table 2.
Table 2
Part of surfaces kept when performing Boolean operations

Operation Surface of A kept Surface of B kept

A ∪ B Outside B Outside A
A ∩ B Inside B Inside A
A − B Outside B Inside A
B − A Inside B Outside A

For Corner Sign Query in a Boolean operator, we generate
the signs of a grid point in models A and B first. Then we
compute the inside/outside sign for G based on the rules in
Table 1. For Get Sampling Points in a Boolean operator, we
first determine if a cell C is valid for G based on the rules in
Table 2. If C is a valid cell, we then calculate sampling points
of models A and B in C . This speedup technique was also
used in [1,10]. Another speedup technique to cull the sampling
points is based on partitioning the boundary cell with two
parallel planes [1]. Let n be the average normal of all sampling
points vi in C . Define the two parallel planes n • (x − d1) = 0
and n • (x − d2) = 0 and let d1 = min(n • xi ) and d2 =

max(n • xi ) over all points in C . These planes divide C into
three regions: interior, exterior and boundary. The partitioning
is best when all the sampling points lie almost in the same plane
and have the same orientation. An offset needs to be considered
in constructing the two planes since a sampling point actually
represents the portion of a polygon within C . Therefore we
cannot simply treat it as a point, but a disk with a radius ri .
We calculate ri based on the maximum distance of xi to all
the intersection points ve, v f and vv (refer to Section 5.1).
The size of ri is a conservative estimation which may lead to
more subdivisions. But it will not affect the accuracy of our
approximation results. We add all the valid sampling points of
A or B based on the rules in Table 2 and return them as the
sampling points for the cell query Get Sampling Points.

5.3. Offsetting, filleting and rounding

Offsets of a solid, which are defined as grown or shrunken
versions of the solid, have been defined precisely for point
sets [4]. The boundary generated by offsetting a polygonal
object S by a positive distance r can be defined as (S↑

∗r). It
was contained in a super set F ||

+
r ∪ E ||

+
r ∪ V ||

+
r , where F ||

+
r

is a set of planar regions defined by displacing polygons along
their outward normals by r ; E ||

+
r is a set of cylindrical regions

defined by cylinders of radius r whose axes are the same as
polygon edges; and V ||

+
r is a set of spherical regions defined

by spheres of radius r centered at polygon vertices [26].
Since offset computation of polyhedral objects can be

reduced to performing Boolean operations on polyhedra,
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Fig. 7. An illustration of our point-based offsetting method. Offset surfaces
of vertices v1 and v2 intersect at point A. Surface regions below A are self-
intersection and it is difficult to determine signs just based on surface normals.
We use “sticks” to determine offset points. In the figure, valid offset points
are marked as yellow dots while invalid points (too close to v1 or v2 for an
offset distance) are marked as green dots. (For interpretation of the references
to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this
article.)

cylinders and spheres, it is possible to use the ap-
proaches presented in Section 5.2 for Corner Sign Query and
Get Sampling points. However, it is common for offsetting op-
erations to generate self-intersecting objects. Two types of self
intersections may exist. That is, a self-intersection may oc-
cur locally in concave regions; a self-intersection may also
occur globally between two disjointed curves/surfaces. These
self-intersections will complicate our inside/outside judgments
based on normals of intersection points. Therefore we used a
point-based approach for sign classification of grid points and
sampling point calculation.

We first generate a set of sampling points for geometric
objects Gi of the super set F ||

+
r ∪ E ||

+
r ∪ V ||

+
r in each cell

C if Gi ∩ C 6= 0. For each sampling point vi , we calculate
the related point vk in the original model which we use to
generate vi . We construct a “stick” (a line segment vi vk) and
use it to check all the intersecting cells. We can label all the
offset points as either too close to the original solid or possibly
containing the offset surface. A 2D illustrative example is given
in Fig. 7. Offset surfaces of vertices v1 and v2 intersect at
point A. Surface regions below A are self-intersection. We
use “sticks” to determine all the cells along the lines. In the
figure, valid offset points are marked as yellow dots while
invalid points (too close to v1 or v2) are marked as green dots.
Detail algorithms are presented in [26]. After all the valid offset
points are calculated, we use the same approach presented in
Section 5.1 for the two cell queries, Corner Sign Query and
Get Sampling points.

Rounds and fillets are important design features which
can be found in most machined, cast and molded parts.
Consequently filleting and rounding are two important
geometric editing operators which are extensively used in CAD
systems. They can be defined as Fr (S) = S↑r↓r and Rr (S) =

S↓r↑r respectively. We also use our point-based approach in
filleting and rounding operators [27].

Remarks. Our computational framework is general in the
sense that G can be any geometric operations using any
geometric representations (or combinations of them) as
long as G provides two cell queries, Corner Sign Query
and Get Sampling points. In this paper we only consider
polygonal meshes as the input geometric representation.
However, it may be easier for some operators to be
performed directly based on other geometric representations.
For example, Corner Sign Query for a geometry defined by
an algebraic equation f (x, y, z) = 0 is trivial. We are
investigating approaches to extend our framework to other
geometric representations such as algebraic equations and more
general parametric representations. We are also investigating
approaches to extend our framework to other geometric
operators such as sweeping and local geometry modifications.

6. Robustness

There are two main types of robustness problems: numerical
error and degenerate data. Numerical error occurs due to the
use of floating-point arithmetic in geometric computations.
In our approach, we use scan-conversion algorithm in sign
classifications. Intersection tests using separating axes involve
floating point operations that are prone to numerical errors.
These errors may cause inconsistent classification of grid signs
which leads to errors in the reconstructed model. To eliminate
floating-point errors, we first convert floating point vertices into
integer representations. All sign classifications are then based
on exact integer operations to get consistent results.

Suppose δ is the finest resolution to be considered and E is
the maximum extent. To represent any floating-point number
within E , we need a N -bit integer where N = log2(E/δ).
For example, for a unit cube a 32 bit integer can represent
a resolution of 2 × e−10 while a 64 bit integer can represent
a resolution of 1 × e−19. Therefore we can embed an input
geometry inside a fine integer lattice with size 2N in each
dimension, and clamp each polygon vertex and intersection
point to the nearest lattice point. By choosing an initial cell size
as 2k

×δ, we can also clamp all grid points of both uniform grid
and octree grid to their nearest lattice points. The approach was
also adopted in [28] to handle numerical error.

Handling degenerate data is a very challenging problem
and has been extensively studied in computational geometry.
Approaches such as special case handling and perturbation
method have been proposed. We handle degenerate cases based
on exact integer operations.

6.1. Grazing contacts

An input geometry may contact the cell boundary during a
subdivision. The contact region may be a point, a curve, or a
surface. A 2-dimensional example is shown in Fig. 8. Edge AB
of the input geometry contacts the boundary of subdivided cells
during the first subdivision. Our approach to handle grazing
contacts is: (i) we treat all grid points which are ON the
boundary as inside; (ii) we treat all the boundary of a cell as
part of the cell. So if a geometric object Gi is ON the boundary
of a cell, a sampling point of Gi will be added to vi of the
cell. The subdivided cells based on our adaptive subdivision
test (refer to Section 3) are also shown in the figure. In [14],
a cell whose boundary contacts edge AB is treated as a complex
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Fig. 8. An example of grazing contacts. Edge AB is ON the boundary of
subdivided cells. We treat grid points which are ON cell boundary as Inside
and add sampling points of AB to both neighboring cells for QEF calculations.
The calculated QEF points are marked in red dots. (For interpretation of the
references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web
version of this article.)

Fig. 9. An example of tangential contacts. Two models intersect each other on
edge AB. For a QEF point A or B, the adaptive sampling test (2)b (no normal
flip) fails and subdivisions will continue until the finest resolution.

cell because it has a complex edge. Therefore the sampling
conditions (complex cell criterion) will never be met and the
subdivision process will repeat. In comparison, the subdivision
process based on our approach terminates quickly since vc in
each subdivided cell satisfies the adaptive subdivision test.

6.2. Tangential contacts

The geometry defined by G may have a tangential contact (a
point, a curve or a surface). Detecting such tangential contacts
is difficult since the geometric operator G can create such
a tangential contact between multiple objects even all the
input geometric models are manifold. An example of a union
operation for tow models is shown in Fig. 9. Faces f1 and f2
have a small gap in Fig. 9(a), while they contact each other
on edge AB in Fig. 9(b). For a cell containing point A or
B, a QEF point fails the adaptive sampling test (2)b since its
normal is flipped from either N f 1 or N f 2. So the subdivisions
process will continue until the sampling points of f1 and f2
fall into two subdivided cells. The subdivision number depends
on the relative position of the gap within the cell. But f1 and
f2 is guaranteed to be separated when a subdivided cell size is
smaller than the gap.

For the case as shown in Fig. 9(b), if the gap between f1
and f2 is so tiny (e.g. less than 1e − 8), we treat the two
faces contacting each other. Our approach to terminate the
subdivision process is given as follows. Suppose a uniform grid
is generated based on an initial cell size γ (Section 4). We set
the subdivision level µ as 0 for each cell in the uniform grid and
increase µ by 1 for each cell subdivision. In order to clamp grid
points to their nearest lattice points, we set the initial cell size
γ = 2k

× δ where δ is the finest resolution to be considered for
G. Therefore the maximum subdivision number based on our
integer representation is k. For example, suppose δ = 1e−8 and
γ = 0.01, k = log2(γ /δ) < 20. That is, after 20 subdivisions,
a cell will be treated as a single point and will not be subdivided
further. Therefore we can detect the occurrence of a tangential
contact if a cell’s subdivision level µ reaches k. Accordingly we
can terminate the subdivision and return the QEF point for the
cell containing points A or B. The subdivided cells around point
A are illustrated in Fig. 9(b) (bottom). The reconstructed iso-
surface from the cells is still valid. Notice k is only a theoretical
upper bound on the number of subdivisions. In practice, we can
set the maximum subdivision number to a much smaller number
(e.g. 10). The approximation error at this subdivision level is
usually much smaller than a given tolerance ε.

7. Results and discussions

We have implemented all the algorithms in C++ program-
ming language with Microsoft Visual C++ compiler. We have
also used our geometry approximation framework in different
applications, and tested the algorithms using models with vari-
ous complexities. All the tests were executed in a PC with a 3.2
GHz Pentium IV processor and 2GB DRAM running Windows
XP.

7.1. Model remeshing and simplification

In many applications, triangle meshes are required to
have no triangles with bad aspect ratios. The goal of model
remeshing is to produce a set of regular triangles to approximate
an input polygonal model which has irregular triangles.
Compared to other remeshing methods, our approach provides
a capability to preserve the model’s topology and to generate
an approximation with a tight error bound from the original
model. Such capability is important for applications like CAM
and finite element analysis. Fig. 10 shows one of our test results
based on the geometry approximation framework. An input
model is shown in Fig. 10(a). Its tessellations are irregular. We
remesh the model by generating volumetric grids (both uniform
and octree grids) and then extracting iso-surface from it. We can
use different initial cell size (refer to Section 4) to control the
triangle size in the generated polygonal models. The results for
two initial cell sizes (0.1 and 0.75) are shown in Figs. 10(b) and
10(c) respectively.
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Fig. 10. Screen capture of the remeshing results for a mechanical part with sharp features.
Table 3
Performance results on remeshing a mechanical part on a PC with 3.2 GHz CPU and 2GB memory

Remeshing operation Input
triangles

Initial
cell
size

Octree
depth

QEF
Points

Uniform
cell time
(s)

Octree cell
generation
time (s)

Contouring
time (s)

Octree
memory
usage
(MB)

Output
triangles

Fig. 10(a) ⇒ (b) 1372 0.1 5 4202 0.6 2.1 0.4 1.9 58,728
Fig. 10(a) ⇒ (c) 1372 0.75 8 5665 0.1 3.4 0.2 0.8 11,768
Fig. 10(b) ⇒ (d) 58,728 0.75 9 7676 0.4 9.9 0.2 1.1 15,732
Model simplification produces a model with a smaller
number of triangles to approximate an input polygonal model
which is usually over-sampled. We can also use different initial
cell size to generate simplified models. The model shown
in Fig. 10(b) has 58,728 triangles. We use a much bigger
initial cell sizes (0.75) to resample it. The generated model in
Fig. 10(d) has only 15,732 triangles (27%). Notice the same
error tolerance (ε = 0.0005) is used in all the above processes.
So the three processed models have similar accuracy compared
to the input model shown in Fig. 10(a). The performance of our
algorithm is shown in Table 3.

Various simplification algorithms have been developed for
fast display of geometric models [25]. Our approach is similar
to the vertex clustering algorithms [29,30] in the sense that
vertices in a cell are clustered together into a single vertex
and the model faces are updated accordingly. However, the
algorithms in [29,30] do not preserve topological equivalence,
and the geometric error is only bounded by the size of the
grids. In comparison, our method dynamically changes the cell
sizes based on the input model. Therefore, the simplified model
generated by our approach has the same topology as the original
model and the maximum approximation error is less than ε. A
drawback of our approach is that it is difficult to control the
number of generated triangles since we can only control initial
cell size and error tolerance ε.
As shown in Fig. 10, we use triangles efficiently in the
generated models. Triangles are denser in areas with high
curvatures. If the smallest feature size of an input model is
bigger than the initial cell size, our algorithm will reconstruct
the underlying geometry exactly. For example, we can use a
small initial cell size to remesh a unit cube with 12 triangles into
a polygonal model with thousands of triangles. By using the
cube size as an initial cell size, we can simplify the remeshed
model into a model with only 12 triangles again after one
subdivision. The generated cube model is exactly the same as
the original cube model.

7.2. Boolean operations

Fig. 11 shows the union, intersection and subtraction results
for three polygonal models (bunny, dragon and Beethoven). The
relative positions of the input models are shown on the left
side. The solid in Fig. 11(a) is defined as (bunny ∪ dragon)
− Beethoven; and the solid in Fig. 11(b) is defined as (bunny ∪

dragon) ∩ Beethoven. The memory space and running time for
each Boolean operation are shown in Table 4.

In accordance to our performance analysis (refer to
Section 4), the second step, adaptive subdivision, is the
dominant step in our algorithm which takes most of the time.
It should be noticed that our current implementation is not
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Fig. 11. Screen capture of the Boolean results for three models (bunny, dragon and Beethoven).

Fig. 12. Screen capture of the offsetting results for happy Buddha.

Table 4
Performance results on Boolean operations of three models on a PC with 3.2 GHz CPU and 2 GB memory

Model Input
triangle #

Boolean
type

Initial
cell size

Octree
depth

QEF
points

Uniform
cell time
(s)

Octree cell
generation
time (s)

Contouring
time (s)

Octree
memory
usage
(MB)

Output
triangle #

Bunny 69,664 Union 0.05 8 128,358 96 472 3.6 17.4 257,177
Dragon 723,708
Union 257,177 Subtraction 0.05 8 113,762 63 221 3.3 15.5 228,045
Beethoven 5050
Union 257,177 Intersection 0.05 8 54,825 63 119 1.5 7.7 111,219
Beethoven 5050
optimized for running speed. Many functions can be refined to
improve the performance.

7.3. Offsetting, filleting and rounding

We have tested our offsetting algorithm on various models
with different offset distances (both growing and shrinking).
One test on a happy Buddha from the Stanford 3D scan-
ning repository (http://graphics.stanford.edu/data/3Dscanrep)
is shown in Fig. 12. Chen et al. [26] presents more test results
on offsetting operations and Chen et al. [27] presents our test
results on filleting and rounding operations. As discussed in
Section 5.3, the dominant step in offsetting operations is cal-
culating all valid offsetting points. After they are calculated for

http://graphics.stanford.edu/data/3Dscanrep
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each cell, sign classifications and sampling point generation can
be executed rather quickly. The memory space and running time
for calculating offsetting points are also presented in [26,27].

8. Conclusion and future work

Geometry approximation based on volumetric representa-
tion and iso-surface extraction is general and easy to imple-
ment. The key to get an accurate approximation is to automat-
ically generate sufficient resolutions at regions with complex
geometry. We have presented an adaptive subdivision test for
judging if a cell needs to be subdivided. An error-minimizing
point based on quadratic error function captures the geomet-
ric objects inside the cell. Based on the test, the generated ap-
proximation is guaranteed to be topologically equivalent to the
exact surfaces. It also has a two-side Hausdorff error bounded
by a tolerance specified by the user. We have also presented a
general framework and related algorithms for various geometric
operations. Two important cell queries, Corner Sign Query and
Get Sampling Points, are identified and their efficient imple-
mentations are discussed. Our method is robust and easy to im-
plement. We have demonstrated its usages in applications such
as model remeshing, Boolean operations and offsetting oper-
ations. The experimental results on a variety of CAD models
have also verified its effectiveness and efficiency.

We envision several avenues for future research. Our current
algorithm only supports polygonal models. We would like to
apply our method to higher order parametric models such
as NURBS and algebraic equations. We also plan to use
our algorithm for other geometric operators such as volume
sweeping and local geometry modifications.
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